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Abstract   20 

Congenital amusia is a lifelong disorder of musical processing for which no effective 21 

treatments have been found. The present study aimed to treat amusics’ impairments in 22 

pitch direction identification through auditory training. Prior to training, twenty 23 

Chinese-speaking amusics and 20 matched controls were tested on the Montreal 24 

Battery of Evaluation of Amusia (MBEA) and two psychophysical pitch threshold 25 

tasks for identification of pitch direction in speech and music. Subsequently, ten of 26 

the twenty amusics undertook 10 sessions of adaptive-tracking pitch direction 27 

training, while the remaining 10 received no training. Post training, all amusics were 28 

re-tested on the pitch threshold tasks and on the three pitch-based MBEA subtests. 29 

Compared with those untrained, trained amusics demonstrated significantly improved 30 

thresholds for pitch direction identification in both speech and music, to the level of 31 

non-amusic control participants, although no significant difference was observed 32 

between trained and untrained amusics in the MBEA subtests. This provides the first 33 

clear positive evidence for improvement in pitch direction processing through 34 

auditory training in amusia. Further training studies are required to target different 35 

deficit areas in congenital amusia, so as to reveal which aspects of improvement will 36 

be most beneficial to the normal functioning of musical processing.   37 

 38 

Keywords: congenital amusia; auditory training; pitch threshold; pitch direction; 39 

musical processing   40 
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1. Introduction  41 

The ability to perceive music seems effortless and starts from infancy for the 42 

majority of the general population (Trehub, 2010). However, this ability can be 43 

beyond the reach of those with congenital amusia (amusia hereafter), a 44 

neurodevelopmental disorder of musical perception and production (Peretz, 2013). 45 

Often viewed as a lifelong disorder, individuals with amusia (amusics hereafter) 46 

demonstrate severe impairments in basic aspects of musical processing, such as 47 

distinguishing one tune from another and singing in tune, despite having normal 48 

hearing and intelligence and without any neurological or psychiatric disorders 49 

(Ayotte, Peretz, & Hyde, 2002). With a genetic origin (Drayna, Manichaikul, de 50 

Lange, Snieder, & Spector, 2001; Peretz, Cummings, & Dubé, 2007), this disorder 51 

affects around 1.5-5% of the general population for speakers of both tone and non-52 

tonal languages (Kalmus & Fry, 1980; Nan, Sun, & Peretz, 2010; Peretz, 2013; Wong 53 

et al., 2012; but see Henry & McAuley, 2010, 2013 for criticisms). The core deficit of 54 

amusia lies in musical pitch processing, although around half of amusics also 55 

demonstrate rhythm deficits (Foxton, Nandy, & Griffiths, 2006; Hyde & Peretz, 2004; 56 

Peretz, Champod, & Hyde, 2003).  57 

A range of perceptual skills are required for normal melodic processing, 58 

including acoustic analysis of pitch, extraction of interval and contour, “tonal 59 

encoding of pitch”, and short-term memory for pitch (Krumhansl & Keil, 1982; 60 

Peretz & Coltheart, 2003; Stewart, 2011). Amusics have shown impairments in all 61 

these aspects. First, amusics demonstrate difficulty in detecting pitch changes less 62 

than two semitones in tone sequences (Hyde & Peretz, 2004; Jiang, Hamm, Lim, 63 

Kirk, & Yang, 2011; Peretz et al., 2002), and show higher thresholds for pitch change 64 

detection than normal controls in psychophysical tasks (Foxton, Dean, Gee, Peretz, & 65 
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Griffiths, 2004; Jiang, Lim, Wang, & Hamm, 2013; Liu, Patel, Fourcin, & Stewart, 66 

2010). Second, amusics have reduced sensitivity to the direction of pitch movement 67 

(up versus down) in both music and speech, and show elevated psychophysical 68 

thresholds for pitch direction discrimination and identification (Foxton, Dean, et al., 69 

2004; Jiang, Hamm, Lim, Kirk, & Yang, 2010; Jiang et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2010; 70 

Liu, Xu, Patel, Francart, & Jiang, 2012; Loui, Guenther, Mathys, & Schlaug, 2008). 71 

Third, amusics cannot detect out-of-key notes in Western music, or judge 72 

dissonance/consonance of musical excerpts (Ayotte et al., 2002; Peretz, Brattico, 73 

Järvenpää, & Tervaniemi, 2009). They are also impaired in explicit judgments of 74 

melodic expectation, musical syntax, and tonality relative to controls (Jiang, Liu, & 75 

Thompson, 2016; Omigie, Pearce, & Stewart, 2012; Zendel, Lagrois, Robitaille, & 76 

Peretz, 2015), despite demonstrating implicit processing of harmonic structure in 77 

priming tasks (Tillmann, Gosselin, Bigand, & Peretz, 2012). Finally, amusics show 78 

impaired short-term memory for pitch (Albouy, Mattout, et al., 2013; Tillmann, 79 

Schulze, & Foxton, 2009; Williamson & Stewart, 2010), which may result from their 80 

deficits in fine-grained pitch processing (Jiang et al., 2013).  81 

A variety of theories have been put forward to explain the core deficits of 82 

amusia. One theory of amusia is that it is a disorder of top-down connectivity (Peretz, 83 

2013). This can be traced to disordered structure/function in the right inferior frontal 84 

gyrus (Hyde et al., 2007; Hyde, Zatorre, & Peretz, 2011), and disordered backwards 85 

connectivity from the inferior frontal gyrus to the auditory cortex (Albouy, Mattout, et 86 

al., 2013). Another theory, the “melodic contour deafness hypothesis” (Patel, 2008), 87 

proposes that reduced melodic contour (or pitch direction) perception in amusia may 88 

have prevented amusics from learning musical intervals and perceiving melodic 89 

structure.  90 
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Previous evidence indicates that the amusic brain only has “limited plasticity” 91 

in response to music training/listening (Peretz, 2013). Several single case reports 92 

documented null results of regular music/piano lessons and singing in choirs and 93 

school bands on amusia (Allen, 1878; Geschwind, 1984; Lebrun, Moreau, McNally-94 

Gagnon, Mignault Goulet, & Peretz, 2012; Peretz et al., 2002). Two recent studies 95 

also examined the effects of daily music listening (Mignault Goulet, Moreau, 96 

Robitaille, & Peretz, 2012) and weekly singing intervention (Anderson, Himonides, 97 

Wise, Welch, & Stewart, 2012) on musical processing in amusia, with the numbers of 98 

amusic participants being 8 (Mignault Goulet et al., 2012) and 5 (Anderson et al., 99 

2012), respectively. Neither study included an untrained amusic group as a control 100 

group. In (Mignault Goulet et al., 2012), after four weeks of daily half-hour listening 101 

of popular songs, the eight 10-13 year old amusic children showed no improvement in 102 

either behavioral (pitch change detection) or neural (the P300 component) measures 103 

of pitch processing. Thus, daily music listening does not seem to be an effective 104 

strategy to reduce amusic symptoms (Mignault Goulet et al., 2012). Similarly, after 105 

seven weekly group-singing workshops, which incorporated learning activities such 106 

as vocal warm-ups and listening of melodies on pianos/keyboards combined with 107 

three or four 15-min sessions of self-exercises with Sing and See per week at home, 108 

the five amusics in (Anderson et al., 2012) only improved in singing of the familiar 109 

song “Happy birthday”, but not in any other measures such as computer and vocal 110 

pitch matching, MBEA scale subtest, or singing of the self-chosen song. Together, 111 

these results suggest that passive exposure to musical stimuli and general-purpose 112 

singing or music training methods are not appropriate remediation strategies for 113 

individuals with congenital amusia, who have impoverished auditory and memory 114 

resources, at least not at the dosage that was prescribed. 115 
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However, the fact that humans can improve perception skills through learning 116 

and practice is well documented across all sensory modalities, including auditory 117 

(Wright & Zhang, 2009), visual (Gilbert & Li, 2012), tactile (M. Wong, Peters, & 118 

Goldreich, 2013), olfactory (Gottfried, 2008), and taste (Peron & Allen, 1988). Music 119 

training, in particular, has been shown to enhance both musical and speech 120 

processing, and induce substantial neurophysiological, neuroanatomical, and 121 

functional changes in the human brain across the lifespan (Herholz & Zatorre, 2012; 122 

Patel, 2011). It is thus surprising that the amusic brain would be less malleable than 123 

neurotypical brains in perceptual learning. 124 

Several factors might be responsible for the “limited plasticity” of the amusic 125 

brain documented in past research. First, the music training/listening activities 126 

reported in previous studies did not tap directly into individual target deficit areas of 127 

amusia, e.g., impaired fine-grained pitch discrimination, insensitivity to pitch 128 

direction, and lack of pitch awareness (Loui et al., 2008; Loui, Kroog, Zuk, & 129 

Schlaug, 2011; Patel, 2008; Peretz et al., 2002, 2009; Stewart, 2008), but instead 130 

employed general-purpose music training methods such as daily music listening 131 

(Mignault Goulet et al., 2012), singing in choirs or school bands (Lebrun et al., 2012; 132 

Peretz et al., 2002), taking regular music/piano lessons (Allen, 1878; Geschwind, 133 

1984), or using a broad-brush singing intervention approach (Anderson et al., 2012). 134 

These methods, although useful, may take months or years to make significant effects 135 

(Besson, Schön, Moreno, Santos, & Magne, 2007; Herholz & Zatorre, 2012; Patel, 136 

2011), especially for amusics who have widespread musical disorders. On the other 137 

hand, in the field of language acquisition, it has been found that successful learning 138 

benefits from starting small (Elman, 1993; Goldowsky & Newport, 1993). That is, 139 

young children, with limited cognitive and memorial capabilities, may learn language 140 
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through analyzing the components of complex stimuli, rather than performing a 141 

holistic analysis of the whole form like adults do (Newport, 1988). Given the limited 142 

auditory and memory capacities for musical processing in amusia, it is possible that 143 

the amusic brain is too overwhelmed to benefit from the vast amount of information 144 

embedded in those general-purpose music training/listening activities. Alternative 145 

approaches targeting core deficit areas of amusia might be able to help treat amusia.   146 

Pitch direction is a building block of melodic contour (Patel, 2008; Stewart, 147 

2008), which is in turn one of the most important features for the perception and 148 

storage of melody in memory (Dowling, 1978; Dowling & Fujitani, 1971; Idson & 149 

Massaro, 1978). Based on the hypothesis that amusia is at least partially due to 150 

insensitivity to the direction of pitch movement (Loui et al., 2008; Stewart, 2008), or 151 

the “melodic contour deafness hypothesis” (Patel, 2008), it is likely that the pitch 152 

direction deficit in amusia has led to developmental problems with perception of 153 

melodic contour and music as a whole (Patel, 2008).  154 

To assess the processing of pitch direction in amusia, we have used two 155 

different types of tasks in our previous studies: pitch direction discrimination (Liu et 156 

al., 2010 on English speakers; Liu, Jiang, et al., 2012 on Mandarin speakers), and 157 

pitch direction identification (Liu, Xu, et al., 2012). In the discrimination task (Liu, 158 

Jiang, et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2010), participants were asked to report which of the 159 

three gliding tones differed in direction from the other two (e.g., the “falling” glide in 160 

the “rising-rising-falling” sequence, AXB task), thus discriminating the direction of 161 

pitch change. Furthermore, in the discrimination task, labelling of tone patterns as 162 

rising or falling was not required, and participants were simply requested to report 163 

which was the “odd one out” in pitch direction in a sequence of three tones. In the 164 

identification task (Liu, Xu, et al., 2012), only two tones were presented in one trial, 165 
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and participants were required to identify the direction of pitch movement (e.g., high-166 

low versus low-high, two-alternative forced-choice task). For pitch direction 167 

discrimination (Liu, Jiang, et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2010), both Mandarin-speaking 168 

amusics and controls achieved lower (better) pitch thresholds than their English-169 

speaking counterparts. This superior performance on pitch direction discrimination in 170 

Mandarin speakers may result from passive perceptual learning of this sound feature 171 

in their native language (Liu, Jiang, et al., 2012). However, for pitch direction 172 

identification (Liu, Xu, et al., 2012), which requires conscious pitch direction 173 

awareness, both Mandarin-speaking amusics and controls showed elevated thresholds 174 

compared to pitch direction discrimination (Liu, Jiang, et al., 2012). This suggests 175 

that pitch direction identification is a more difficult (or cognitively demanding) task 176 

than pitch direction discrimination, even for tone language speakers, and especially 177 

for amusics.  178 

Aiming to enhance amusics’ fine-grained pitch discrimination, pitch direction 179 

recognition, and pitch awareness, we designed and implemented an auditory training 180 

program to help amusics recognize pitch direction in music and speech. We 181 

hypothesized that training and improvement on pitch direction identification would 182 

provide the scaffolding for amusics to build complex musical systems, and 183 

consequently help ameliorate musical processing deficits in amusia. 184 

2. Materials and Methods 185 

2.1. Participants 186 

  Twenty Chinese-speaking amusics and 20 control participants were recruited 187 

through advertisements posted on the university bulletin board systems and mass mail 188 

services in Shanghai and Hong Kong, China. The Montreal Battery of Evaluation of 189 

Amusia (MBEA) (Peretz et al., 2003) was used to diagnose amusia in these 190 
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participants. Consisting of six subtests, the MBEA measures the perception of scale, 191 

contour, interval, rhythm, meter, and memory of melodies. Participants were 192 

classified as amusic if scored 65 or under on the pitch composite score (sum of the 193 

scores on the scale, contour, and interval subtests) or below 78% correct on the 194 

MBEA global score, which corresponds to 2 standard deviations below the mean 195 

score of normal controls (Liu et al., 2010; Peretz et al., 2003). Participants in the 196 

control group were chosen to match with the amusic group in sex, handedness, age, 197 

music training background, and years of education, but having MBEA scores within 198 

the normal range. Before conducting the experiments, the amusic group was randomly 199 

divided into two subgroups: trained amusics (n = 10) were asked to participate in our 200 

pitch direction training program, whereas untrained amusics (n = 10) received no 201 

training. Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of the amusic (trained versus 202 

untrained) and control groups. As can be seen, controls performed significantly better 203 

than amusics on the MBEA. Although trained amusics received more years of 204 

education than the untrained (p = .01), the two groups did not differ significantly in 205 

the MBEA at the pretest. Years of education was used as a covariate in the linear 206 

mixed-effects models as described in the Results section. None of the participants 207 

reported having speech or hearing disorders or neurological/psychiatric impairments 208 

in the questionnaires concerning their music, language, and medical background. All 209 

were undergraduate or postgraduate students at universities in Shanghai or Hong 210 

Kong, with Mandarin Chinese or Cantonese as their native language, and none had 211 

received any formal extracurricular music training. Ethical approvals were granted by 212 

Shanghai Normal University and The Chinese University of Hong Kong. Written 213 

informed consents were obtained from all participants prior to the experiment. 214 

[Insert Table 1 about here] 215 
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2.2. Tasks 216 

The experiment consisted of a practice session (with audiovisual feedback), a 217 

pre-training test (pretest hereafter; with no feedback), 10 training sessions (with 218 

audiovisual feedback), and a post-training test (posttest hereafter; with no feedback). 219 

Tasks involved identification of pitch direction (high-low versus low-high) in pairs of 220 

sounds with varying pitch distances using two-interval forced-choice (2IFC) methods, 221 

with procedure adapted from our previous study (Liu, Xu, et al., 2012).  222 

In particular, in the current study, we modified the protocol in Liu, Xu, et al. 223 

(2012) by using the “two-down one-up” staircase method (instead of “three-down 224 

one-up” in Liu, Xu, et al., 2012) and piano tones (instead of complex tones in Liu, 225 

Xu, et al., 2012). We also excluded gliding pitches (e.g., rising-falling, falling-rising), 226 

as amusics had less difficulty recognizing pitch direction in gliding than in discrete 227 

pitches, for both speech and non-speech stimuli (Liu, Xu, et al., 2012). Fig. 1 shows 228 

the schematic diagram of stimulus presentation, with each stimulus lasting 250 ms 229 

separated by an inter-stimulus interval of 250 ms. Participants were instructed to 230 

choose between two choices given on the computer screen (via mouse click) to 231 

indicate the pitch pattern of the stimulus pair: “高 低 �   _” (“high low �   _”) or “低 232 

高 _ �  ” (“low high _ �  ”). 233 

[Insert Fig. 1 about here] 234 

Control participants (n = 20) were administered the practice session and 235 

pretest only. All amusics (n = 20) completed the practice session, pretest, and posttest 236 

(pre- and post-test were about two weeks apart). The two amusic groups were 237 

comparable in pitch thresholds at pretest: thresholds for speech syllable: t(18) = -0.74, 238 

p = .47; thresholds for piano tone: t(18) = 0.57, p = .58. In order to see whether 239 

training in pitch direction identification would improve musical pitch processing, all 240 
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amusics (trained or untrained) were also re-tested on the first three subtests (scale, 241 

contour, and interval) of the MBEA.   242 

2.3. Stimuli 243 

Stimuli were of two types, the Mandarin/Cantonese syllable /ma/ and its piano 244 

tone analog. Our stimuli were based on sounds with level pitches, since these occur 245 

both in music and in the level tones of Mandarin and Cantonese (Duanmu, 2007; Yip, 246 

2002). It has been shown that Mandarin speakers with amusia have difficulty in 247 

identifying/discriminating lexical tones and pitch direction in speech and music (Liu, 248 

Jiang, et al., 2012; Liu, Xu, et al., 2012; Nan et al., 2010). We thus used two different 249 

stimulus types to ensure that pitch direction training was done for both domains.  250 

For each stimulus type, one single token was used to create all stimuli with 251 

different pitches. The original speech syllable /ma/ was produced by a male native 252 

speaker of Mandarin (Liu, Xu, et al., 2012), and its piano tone analog was generated 253 

using a Virtual Grand Piano, Pianissimo (Acoustica, Inc.). The durations of the two 254 

original stimuli were then normalized to 250 ms, and their fundamental frequencies 255 

were manipulated to include a range of pitches from 131 Hz (corresponding to the 256 

note C3 on the musical scale) to 330 Hz (note E4) using a custom-written script for 257 

the Praat program (Boersma & Weenink, 2001). Since the effect of intensity on tone 258 

perception is negligible when pitch is present (Lin, 1988) and in keeping with 259 

previous studies on speech/pitch processing in amusia (Ayotte et al., 2002; Jiang et 260 

al., 2010; Liu et al., 2010; Liu, Xu, et al., 2012; Loui et al., 2008; Patel, Foxton, & 261 

Griffiths, 2005; Patel, Wong, Foxton, Lochy, & Peretz, 2008), we intentionally did 262 

not manipulate the amplitude of the stimuli in order to preserve the natural quality of 263 

these sounds.  264 

For both stimulus types, there were a standard stimulus of 131 Hz (C3) and 63 265 
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target stimuli that deviated from the standard in steps (∆F, F0 difference or pitch 266 

interval between the standard and target stimuli) of 0.01 (10 steps between 131.08 and 267 

131.76 Hz, increasing by 0.01 semitones in each step), 0.1 (9 steps between 131.76 268 

and 138.79 Hz, increasing by 0.1 semitones in each step), and 0.25 semitones (44 269 

steps between 138.79 and 262 Hz, increasing by 0.25 semitones in each step). Thus, 270 

the smallest pitch interval (∆F between the standard and step 1 deviant) between the 271 

standard and target stimuli was 0.01 semitones, and the largest pitch interval (∆F 272 

between the standard and step 63 deviant) was 12 semitones in the testing/training 273 

sessions.  274 

2.4. Procedure 275 

The practice sessions (for both speech syllable and piano tone) consisted of 8 276 

trials, with pitch intervals (13-16 semitones) greater than those in the testing/training 277 

sessions. The trials were presented in a random order with no adaptive tracking 278 

procedure applied. Participants were required to achieve 100% correct on the practice 279 

trials (with audiovisual feedback) before proceeding to the testing sessions. 280 

In both testing and training sessions, stimuli were presented with adaptive 281 

tracking procedures using the APEX 3 program developed at ExpORL (Francart, van 282 

Wieringen, & Wouters, 2008). As a test platform for auditory psychophysical 283 

experiments, APEX 3 enables the user to specify custom stimuli and procedures with 284 

eXtensible Markup Language (XML). The “two-down, one-up” staircase method was 285 

used in the adaptive tracking procedure, with step sizes of 0.01, 0.1, and 0.25 286 

semitones as explained earlier. Following a response, the next trial was played 750 ms 287 

later. In the staircase, a reversal was defined when there was a change of direction, 288 

e.g., from “down” to “up”, or from “up” to “down”. Each run would end after 14 such 289 

reversals, and the threshold (in semitones) was calculated as the mean of the pitch 290 
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intervals (pitch differences between the standard and target stimuli) in the last 6 291 

reversals. Across all participants, it took on average 6.67 minutes (SD = 2.03) and 292 

6.35 minutes (SD = 1.29) to complete pre- and post-tests for piano tone thresholds, 293 

and 7.51 minutes (SD = 8.00) and 6.83 minutes (SD = 2.58) for speech syllable 294 

thresholds. 295 

As mentioned earlier, ten of the twenty amusics were assigned to the training 296 

group, and completed 10 training sessions of pitch direction identification over 297 

around two weeks. These training sessions were administered on different days, with 298 

no more than two days between consecutive sessions. Each session lasted about 30 299 

minutes. The starting pitch interval (∆F) between the standard and target stimuli was 300 

12 semitones for the first two training sessions, which consisted of one run of each 301 

stimulus type (speech syllable and piano tone). Starting from the third training 302 

session, an adaptive training protocol was used, in which the participant’s threshold 303 

on an earlier run (the average step of the last 6 reversals) was taken as the initial step 304 

for the next run. This adaptive training protocol ensured that trained pitch intervals 305 

were adjusted based on participants’ performance over time. Given the increased 306 

difficulty (near-threshold) of the trained pitch intervals during adaptive training, it 307 

took less time for the 14 reversals in each run to complete, and thus the duration of 308 

each run became much shorter. Consequently, two runs of speech syllable and piano 309 

tone were administered in training sessions 3-10, compared to one run each in training 310 

sessions 1-2. 311 

Participants received feedback during training. The text “Correct. :)” was 312 

displayed following correct responses, and “Incorrect. :(” was shown for incorrect 313 

responses. In either case, the correct answer (“低高” or “高低”, “low-high” or “high-314 

low”) together with its graphic representation was shown to the participants on the 315 
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computer screen. After seeing the feedback, participants could choose to play the trial 316 

again, or go directly to the next trial. 317 

All stimuli were presented diotically via Philips SHM1900 headphones (in 318 

Shanghai) or Sennheiser HD 380 PRO Headphones (in Hong Kong) at a comfortable 319 

listening level. The order of speech syllable and piano tone blocks was 320 

counterbalanced across participants and runs/sessions. 321 

2.5. Statistical analyses 322 

Statistical analyses were conducted using R (R Core Team, 2014). Thresholds 323 

were transformed using log transformation for parametric statistical analysis (Howell, 324 

2009), as amusics’ thresholds deviated significantly from normal distributions 325 

(Shapiro-Wilk normality test: pretest for piano tones: W = 0.86, p = .008; pretest for 326 

speech syllables: W = 0.73, p < .001; posttest for piano tones: W = 0.67, p < .001; 327 

posttest for speech syllables: W = 0.63, p < .001). In order to account for the possible 328 

contribution of education to the current results (the two amusic subgroups differed in 329 

years of education as shown in Table 1), years of education were entered as a 330 

covariate in the linear mixed-effects models in the Results section. Although there 331 

was also a difference in age between the two groups (p = .06, Table 1), age was not 332 

included in the mixed-effects models due to the collinearity between age and 333 

education in the amusic participants (r(18) = .79, p < .001). Effect sizes in the 334 

ANOVA models were calculated using generalized eta squared, η2
G (Bakeman, 2005; 335 

Olejnik & Algina, 2003), and those in t-tests were calculated using Cohen’s d (Cohen, 336 

1988). Following (Cohen, 1988), an η2
G above .02 (d > 0.20) reflects a small effect, an 337 

η2
G above .13 (d > 0.50) reflects a medium effect, and an η2

G above .26 (d > 0.80) 338 

reflects a large effect (Bakeman, 2005). Post-hoc pairwise comparisons were 339 

conducted using two-tailed t tests with p-values adjusted using the Holm method 340 
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(Holm, 1979). 341 

3. Results 342 

Fig. 2 shows mean pitch direction identification thresholds of amusics and 343 

controls at pre- and post-tests for piano tones and speech syllables. A linear mixed-344 

effects model was conducted on log-transformed thresholds of the two amusic groups, 345 

with training (trained versus untrained) as the between-subjects factor, education as a 346 

covariate, stimulus type (speech syllable versus piano tone) and test (pretest versus 347 

posttest) as within-subjects factors, and participants (trained and untrained amusics) 348 

as random effects (see Supplementary Table 1 for detailed results). Results revealed 349 

significant effects of test (F(1,48) = 30.42, p < .001) and training (F(1,16) = 16.46, p 350 

< .001), as posttest thresholds were significantly lower (better) than pretest thresholds 351 

and trained amusics achieved better thresholds than untrained amusics. The main 352 

effects of education (F(1,16) = 2.85, p = .11) and stimulus type (F(1,48) = 2.21, p = 353 

.14) were not significant. A significant test × training interaction (F(1,48) = 18.50, p < 354 

.001) was observed, owing to the fact that thresholds did not differ between trained 355 

and untrained amusics at pretest (p = .92) but trained amusics showed significantly 356 

lower (better) thresholds than untrained amusics at posttest (p < .001). There was also 357 

a significant stimulus type × training interaction (F(1,48) = 7.17, p = .01), as 358 

thresholds (pre- and post-test combined) did not differ between trained and untrained 359 

amusics for speech syllables (p = .33), but the two groups differed significantly in 360 

thresholds for piano tones (p = .01). Other interactions were not significant (all ps > 361 

.05). 362 

Two sample t-tests (two-sided) were conducted to see how the two amusic 363 

groups compared with controls in thresholds at pre- and post-test. At pretest, controls 364 

outperformed the two amusic groups for both piano tones (trained amusics vs. 365 
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controls: t(28) = 8.31, p < .001, d = 3.22; untrained amusics vs. controls: t(28) = 6.02, 366 

p < .001, d = 2.33) and speech syllables (trained amusics vs. controls: t(28) = 5.55, p 367 

< .001, d = 2.15; untrained amusics vs. controls: t(28) = 6.03, p < .001, d = 2.34). 368 

When amusics’ posttest thresholds were compared with controls’ pretest thresholds, 369 

untrained amusics showed worse performance than controls on both tasks (piano 370 

tones: t(28) = 4.99, p < .001, d = 1.93; speech syllables: t(28) = 5.57, p < .001, d = 371 

2.16), whereas trained amusics achieved similar thresholds as controls (piano tones: 372 

t(28) = 1.61, p = .12, d = 0.62; speech syllables: t(28) = -0.60, p = .55, d = 0.23).  373 

[Insert Fig. 2 about here] 374 

Fig. 3 shows mean pitch thresholds across the 10 training sessions for the 10 375 

trained amusics for piano tones and speech syllables. A repeated measures ANOVA 376 

suggested that amusic thresholds significantly improved over 10 training sessions 377 

[F(9,81) = 23.10, p < .001 after correction using Greenhouse-Geisser epsilon, η2
G = 378 

.47]. There was no significant effect of stimulus type [F(1,8) = 2.55, p = .15, η2
G = 379 

.02] or stimulus type × session interaction [F(9,81) = 0.33, p = .79 after correction 380 

using Greenhouse-Geisser epsilon, η2
G = .01]. This indicates that trained amusics 381 

improved on pitch direction identification thresholds for piano tones and speech 382 

syllables at similar rates over the 10 training sessions. Post-hoc analysis (p-values 383 

adjusted using the Holm method) indicated that trained amusics’ thresholds differed 384 

significantly between sessions 1 and 2-10 (all ps < .01), between sessions 2 and 1, 4-385 

10 (all ps < .05), and between sessions 3 and 1, 9 (both ps < .05). Other pairwise 386 

comparisons were non-significant (all ps > .05). This pattern of improvement may be 387 

due to the adaptive training protocol we used after training session 3: the starting 388 

pitch interval for sessions 3-10 was determined by the threshold obtained from the 389 

previous run, and each run always ended after 14 reversals. On the one hand, this 390 
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ensured that participants were trained on pitch intervals centered on their thresholds. 391 

On the other hand, this made the resultant thresholds in sessions 1-2 (the starting pitch 392 

interval was 12 semitones) and 3-10 (the starting pitch interval was at threshold) 393 

largely incomparable. 394 

[Insert Fig. 3 about here] 395 

In order to see the role of pretest threshold in predicting posttest threshold, a 396 

linear mixed-effects model was fit on posttest threshold with training (trained versus 397 

untrained) and stimulus type (piano tone versus speech syllable) as fixed effects, 398 

pretest threshold and education as covariates, and participants (trained and untrained 399 

amusics) as random effects (see Supplementary Table 2 for detailed results). Results 400 

revealed a significant effect of training (F(1,16) = 135.57, p < .001), despite the fact 401 

that pretest threshold (F(1,8) = 54.80, p < .001) and education (F(1,16) = 18.36, p < 402 

.001) also strongly predicted posttest threshold. There was also a significant training × 403 

pretest threshold interaction (F(1,8) = 26.87, p < .001), as posttest thresholds of 404 

trained amusics were less affected by pretest thresholds than untrained amusics. This 405 

was confirmed by different correlations between pre- and post-test pitch thresholds 406 

for trained versus untrained amusics (Figure 4). For trained amusics, pre- and post-407 

test thresholds did not correlate for either piano tones (r(8) = .52, p = .13) or speech 408 

syllables (r(8) = .48, p = .16), due to improvement from training. In contrast, 409 

untrained amusics showed significant positive correlations between pre- and post-test 410 

thresholds for both piano tones (r(8) = .66, p = .04) and speech syllables (r(8) = .87, p 411 

= .001), which suggests that untrained amusics tended to perform similarly at pre- 412 

and post-tests. Finally, there was a significant stimulus type × training × pretest 413 

threshold interaction (F(1,8) = 6.55, p = .03), as trained amusics’ post-test thresholds 414 

for speech syllables were less affected by pre-test thresholds than for piano tones. 415 
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Other effects/interactions were not significant. 416 

[Insert Fig. 4 about here] 417 

Fig. 5 plots mean scores of the 10 trained and 10 untrained amusics for MBEA 418 

scale, contour, and interval subtests at pre- and post-tests. These three subtests 419 

measure individuals’ abilities to process scale structure, melodic contour, and pitch 420 

interval in Western melodies, respectively (Peretz et al., 2003). A linear mixed-effects 421 

model was fit on posttest MBEA score with training (trained versus untrained) and 422 

task (scale, contour, and interval) as fixed effects, pretest score and education as 423 

covariates, and participants (trained and untrained amusics) as random effects (see 424 

Supplementary Table 3 for detailed results). Results revealed a significant main effect 425 

of education (F(1,16) = 7.26, p = .02), as posttest MBEA scores showed a negative 426 

correlation with years of education participants received (r(58) = -.23, p = .08). There 427 

was also a significant interaction between education and pretest score (F(1,20) = 5.28, 428 

p = .03), while other effects/interactions were not significant (all ps > .05). Planned 429 

contrasts (with the directional hypothesis of training induced improvement) indicated 430 

that trained amusics significantly improved on the MBEA contour subtest (t(9) = 431 

2.10, p = .03, one-tailed, d = 0.66), but not on scale or interval subtests (both ps > .05, 432 

ds < 0.50). No improvement was observed in untrained amusics on any of the three 433 

MBEA subtests (all ps > .10, ds < 0.50). However, at posttest, trained and untrained 434 

amusics did not differ significantly for any of the three MBEA subtests (all ps > .05, 435 

ds < 0.50). Correlation analyses revealed no significant correlations between pre- and 436 

post-test MBEA scale/contour/interval scores for either trained or untrained amusics 437 

(all ps > .10). This was due to the random variations in pre- and post-test MBEA 438 

scores within and across participants (Figure 6). 439 

[Insert Fig. 5 about here] 440 
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[Insert Fig. 6 about here]  441 

In order to see whether controls’ baseline performance on the pitch threshold 442 

tasks was optimized or not, we trained one control participant (C1) using the same 443 

protocol as used for the amusics. No improvement was observed from pre- to post-test 444 

for either piano tone (0.10 vs. 0.12 st) or speech syllable (0.14 vs. 0.15 st). Although 445 

we are unable to reach a definitive conclusion with only one participant, it appears 446 

that the accurate minimum thresholds for the current tasks should approximate the 447 

best controls’ performance. 448 

4. Discussion  449 

Suffering from a lifelong disorder of musical perception and production, 450 

individuals with congenital amusia have only shown “limited plasticity” in response 451 

to music training/listening in past research (Peretz, 2013). Tapping into the core 452 

deficits of amusia and using a scaffolding, incremental learning approach, the present 453 

study investigated whether amusics’ pitch direction identification thresholds could be 454 

improved, and if so, whether enhanced pitch direction recognition would facilitate 455 

musical processing in amusia. To this end, we designed an adaptive-tracking training 456 

paradigm to help amusics consciously label the direction of fine-grained pitch 457 

movement in both speech syllables and piano tones. After undertaking 10-session 458 

training programs over two weeks, trained amusics demonstrated significantly 459 

improved thresholds for pitch direction identification in both speech syllables and 460 

piano tones. However, although trained amusics demonstrated better performance on 461 

the contour subtest of the MBEA at posttest compared to pretest, no significant 462 

difference was observed between trained and untrained amusics in any of the three 463 

pitch-based MBEA subtests. These findings provide the first evidence for the 464 

improvement of pitch direction perception in amusia, although this may not lead to 465 
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improved musical processing. This not only opens possibilities for designing other 466 

rehabilitative programs to treat this musical disorder, but also has significant 467 

implications for theories and applications in music and speech learning. 468 

Previous evidence indicates that the amusic brain only has “limited plasticity” 469 

in response to music training/listening (Peretz, 2013), be it singing training, regular 470 

music/piano lessons, daily musical listening, or being involved in choirs or school 471 

bands (Allen, 1878; Anderson et al., 2012; Geschwind, 1984; Lebrun et al., 2012; 472 

Mignault Goulet et al., 2012; Peretz et al., 2002). This may be due to the fact that, 473 

with limited auditory and memory capacities, individuals with congenital amusia are 474 

unable to benefit from passive exposure to musical stimuli or general-purpose singing 475 

or music training methods. In light of the “less is more hypothesis” in language 476 

acquisition (Elman, 1993; Goldowsky & Newport, 1993) and the pitch direction or 477 

“melodic contour deafness” hypothesis in amusia (Loui et al., 2008; Patel, 2008; 478 

Stewart, 2008), the current investigation used a scaffolding approach and conducted 479 

the first auditory training study to explore whether pitch direction identification could 480 

be improved through perceptual learning, and if yes, whether it could further help 481 

ameliorate musical processing deficits in amusia. After 10 sessions, trained amusics 482 

showed improved pitch direction identification thresholds, but did not outperform 483 

untrained amusics in musical processing, as indexed by the three pitch-based MBEA 484 

subtests. This suggests that improvement in pitch direction processing does not 485 

necessarily entail improvement in musical processing. 486 

Thus, it is worth noting that the ability to discriminate pitch direction develops 487 

with age in children (Fancourt, Dick, & Stewart, 2013). Apart from amusics, some 488 

typical adult listeners also show difficulty in pitch direction recognition (Foxton, 489 

Weisz, Bauchet-Lecaignard, Delpuech, & Bertrand, 2009; Mathias, Bailey, Semal, & 490 
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Demany, 2011; Mathias, Micheyl, & Bailey, 2010; Neuhoff, Knight, & Wayand, 491 

2002; Semal & Demany, 2006), so do individuals with developmental dyslexia 492 

(Ziegler, Pech-Georgel, George, & Foxton, 2012). This suggests that pitch direction 493 

sensitivity may be a marker for auditory, language, and musical abilities (Loui et al., 494 

2008, 2011; Patel, 2008; Stewart, 2008). Interestingly, however, Mandarin-speaking 495 

amusics and controls in fact show lower pitch direction discrimination thresholds in 496 

comparison to their English-speaking counterparts, presumably because of perceptual 497 

learning of a tone language (Liu, Jiang, et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2010). However, 498 

without conscious recognition of the direction of pitch movements (Liu, Xu, et al., 499 

2012), Mandarin-speaking amusics still demonstrate impaired melodic contour 500 

processing compared to normal controls (Jiang et al., 2010).  501 

Furthermore, although there has been evidence suggesting that amusics were 502 

able to process subtle pitch changes and pitch direction pre-attentively in 503 

neuroimaging, ERP (event-related potentials), and pitch imitation tasks, this implicit 504 

pitch processing ability does not seem to induce normal musical functioning in 505 

amusia (Hutchins & Peretz, 2012; Hyde et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2013, 2010; Loui et 506 

al., 2008; Mignault Goulet et al., 2012; Moreau, Jolicoeur, & Peretz, 2009; Moreau, 507 

Jolicœur, & Peretz, 2013; Peretz et al., 2009). Thus, in the current study, we trained 508 

amusics to consciously identify pitch direction by providing explicit feedback after 509 

each trial. Although focused-attention is not necessary for perceptual learning (Seitz 510 

& Watanabe, 2005), learning with feedback is much more efficient than without 511 

feedback (Herzog & Fahle, 1998). In the current training paradigm, we used visual 512 

displays of pitch contours to help amusics develop pitch direction awareness. Given 513 

the possible link between pitch processing and spatial processing in amusia (Douglas 514 

& Bilkey, 2007; although see Tillmann et al., 2010; Williamson, Cocchini, & Stewart, 515 
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2011 for different results), it will be interesting to find out whether perceptual training 516 

of complicated melodic contour patterns and their visual displays will help ameliorate 517 

musical processing deficits in amusia, and how learned patterns are encoded in 518 

auditory and visual cortical networks (Li, Piëch, & Gilbert, 2008).  519 

Both primates and humans represent pitch direction in the right lateral 520 

Heschl’s gyrus (Bendor, 2012; Bendor & Wang, 2005; Griffiths & Hall, 2012; 521 

Johnsrude, Penhune, & Zatorre, 2000; Patterson, Uppenkamp, Johnsrude, & Griffiths, 522 

2002; Tramo, Cariani, Koh, Makris, & Braida, 2005). Previous studies indicate that 523 

animals such as monkeys and ferrets can be trained to discriminate pitch direction 524 

(Brosch, Selezneva, Bucks, & Scheich, 2004; Selezneva, Scheich, & Brosch, 2006; 525 

Walker, Schnupp, Hart-Schnupp, King, & Bizley, 2009). However, for humans, 526 

difficulty in pitch direction identification persists even after more than 2000 527 

identification trials followed by visual feedback in an adaptive testing procedure for 528 

two out of three participants tested in (Semal & Demany, 2006). This may be because 529 

it takes at least 4-8 hours of training for pitch discrimination to be optimized 530 

(Micheyl, Delhommeau, Perrot, & Oxenham, 2006), and learning and memory need 531 

to be facilitated through sleep (Diekelmann, 2014). Sensitivity to pitch direction 532 

emerges from asymmetric lateral inhibition among neighboring cells in tonotopic 533 

maps (Husain, Tagamets, Fromm, Braun, & Horwitz, 2004; Ohl, Schulze, Scheich, & 534 

Freeman, 2000; Rauschecker, 1998a, 1998b; Shamma, Fleshman, Wiser, & Versnel, 535 

1993). To our knowledge, our study is the first to systematically train a large sample 536 

of human listeners on pitch direction identification (Walker, Bizley, King, & 537 

Schnupp, 2011). Neuroimaging studies are required to explore how this behavioral 538 

improvement is linked to anatomical patterns of inhibitory connections between cells 539 

in the human auditory cortex. 540 
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Overall, our results suggest that amusics’ sensitivity to pitch direction can be 541 

improved through incremental perceptual learning to a level closer to normal limits. 542 

However, pitch direction training alone may not be able to increase amusics’ musical 543 

pitch perception. This stands in contrast with the transferability between pitch 544 

discrimination and speech processing (Bidelman, Gandour, & Krishnan, 2011; 545 

Bidelman, Hutka, & Moreno, 2013; Lee & Hung, 2008; Pfordresher & Brown, 2009; 546 

P. C. M. Wong, Skoe, Russo, Dees, & Kraus, 2007). Several possibilities may 547 

underlie our current results.  548 

Firstly, previous research on humans suggests that training on pitch 549 

discrimination at certain frequencies, with different timbres, or across different 550 

durations and ears may or may not generalize to other untrained conditions (Amitay, 551 

Hawkey, & Moore, 2005; Delhommeau, Micheyl, Jouvent, & Collet, 2002; Demany, 552 

1985; Demany & Semal, 2002; Irvine, Martin, Klimkeit, & Smith, 2000). This 553 

suggests that auditory perceptual learning may be condition-specific. As reviewed by 554 

Seitz & Watanabe (2005), task-irrelevant learning is possible only when task-555 

irrelevant features are related to target features. For example, only when the direction 556 

of a subliminal motion is temporally-paired with the task target, can this motion be 557 

passively learned (Seitz & Watanabe, 2003). Our finding is consistent with this 558 

hypothesis, as enhanced pitch direction identification only has a subtle positive 559 

impact on musical contour processing for trained amusics, but not on musical 560 

processing as a whole. This is presumably because pitch direction processing is only a 561 

small part of musical processing (Peretz & Coltheart, 2003; Stewart, 2011). Given 562 

that pitch direction identification mainly reflects melodic contour perception, training 563 

of pitch direction may not have a direct impact on tonality (MBEA scale subtest) and 564 

pitch change (MBEA interval subtest) perception in amusia.  565 
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Furthermore, one reason that the training did not enhance amusic performance 566 

on the MBEA contour subtest to the normal level may be that the training only 567 

involved two-tone sequences, while the MBEA melodies involve longer sequences of 568 

notes (the numbers of notes in the MBEA contour subtest melodies ranged between 7 569 

and 21, with mean = 10 and SD = 2.92). Since amusics are known to have problems 570 

with short-term memory for tone patterns (Albouy, Mattout, et al., 2013; Tillmann et 571 

al., 2009; Williamson & Stewart, 2010), it is possible that training would be more 572 

effective if amusics were adaptively trained on pitch direction tasks that involved 573 

longer tone sequences. Thus, one strategy for future training studies would be to 574 

introduce 3-tone sequences to amusics after they reach normal thresholds for two-tone 575 

sequences, then once they master those, introduce 4-tone sequences, and so on.  576 

Alternatively, our finding that the trained amusics achieved pitch direction 577 

identification thresholds similar to the normal level, but remained within the amusic 578 

range for the MBEA pitch-based subtests suggests that pitch direction deficits may 579 

not be the sole cause for amusia, and fine-grained pitch perception may also play an 580 

important role in musical processing (Vuvan, Nunes-Silva, & Peretz, 2015). It is 581 

likely that amusia emerges from a combination of deficits, e.g., a 582 

pitch change/direction deficit, a tonal memory deficit, and a deficit with conscious 583 

access to implicit knowledge of musical patterns. That is, the melodic contour deficit 584 

may only be part of the picture. Further training studies comparing different 585 

strategies/designs are required to confirm this hypothesis. 586 

Apart from a wide range of auditory and musical impairments, amusics also 587 

showed difficulties in learning frequencies and conditional probabilities of pitch 588 

events in tonal sequences (Loui & Schlaug, 2012; Peretz, Saffran, Schön, & Gosselin, 589 

2012; but see Omigie & Stewart, 2011 for different results). Furthermore, although 590 
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amusics demonstrated implicit processing of melodic structure/expectation and 591 

harmonic structure in Western music, they were unable to perform as well as controls 592 

in an explicit manner (Albouy, Schulze, Caclin, & Tillmann, 2013; Jiang et al., 2016; 593 

Omigie et al., 2012; Tillmann et al., 2012). Further studies are required to use the 594 

scaffolding/incremental learning approach to train amusics on other aspects of 595 

auditory/musical processing, especially in an explicit manner. In addition, given the 596 

link between language learning and music learning (Herholz & Zatorre, 2012; Loui et 597 

al., 2011; Patel, 2011), it will be interesting to examine whether and to what extent 598 

our training paradigm in pitch direction identification can be used to facilitate 599 

language learning in second language acquisition (Chandrasekaran, Kraus, & Wong, 600 

2012; Chandrasekaran, Sampath, & Wong, 2010), and to treat other learning 601 

disabilities such as developmental dyslexia (Besson et al., 2007; Loui et al., 2011; 602 

Ziegler et al., 2012). 603 

Finally, it is worth noting that the current study is only an initial attempt to 604 

improve pitch direction processing in amusia through auditory training. In particular, 605 

in order to optimize learning effects in amusia, we used the same stimuli and test 606 

procedure in pre- and post-tests, which allowed direct comparisons between tasks and 607 

groups. Future studies are required to explore whether amusics are able to learn to 608 

perform cognitively more demanding tasks such as introducing roving of reference 609 

frequency in pitch direction identification (Mathias et al., 2010, 2011) and training of 610 

more complex pitch patterns in longer tonal sequences (Foxton, Brown, Chambers, & 611 

Griffiths, 2004).   612 

5. Conclusion 613 

In summary, the current study provides the first evidence suggesting that the 614 

ability to identify pitch direction in music and speech can be improved through 615 
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perceptual learning in humans such as those with congenital amusia. However, the 616 

enhanced ability to identify pitch direction does not seem to have a direct beneficial 617 

effect on musical processing in amusia. Overall, these findings suggest that 618 

neurodevelopmental disabilities such as congenital amusia may be tackled through 619 

incremental learning of small components in musical processing via a scaffolding 620 

approach, which may build the base for successful learning of more complex musical 621 

systems. 622 

623 
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Table 1. Characteristics of the amusic (n = 20; 11 female, 9 male; 1 left-handed, 19 961 

right-handed; 18 Mandarin speakers tested in Shanghai, 2 Cantonese speakers tested 962 

in Hong Kong) and control (n = 20; 13 female, 7 male; 1 left-handed, 19 right-963 

handed; 18 Mandarin speakers tested in Shanghai, 2 Cantonese speakers tested in 964 

Hong Kong) groups. The trained and untrained amusic groups each contained 9 965 

Mandarin speakers (tested in Shanghai) and 1 Cantonese speaker (tested in Hong 966 

Kong). 967 

Group Age Education Scale Contour Interval Rhythm Meter Memory Pitch 
composite 

MBEA 
global 
score 

Amusic           
Mean 23.55 17.20 17.65 18.60 16.85 22.75 18.60 21.55 53.10 64.44 

SD 1.57 1.74 3.57 2.68 3.00 3.49 3.90 3.73 5.99 5.98 
Trained           

Mean 24.20 18.20 16.80 18.40 17.20 24.20 17.00 20.50 52.40 63.39 
SD 1.69 1.55 2.94 3.27 2.90 2.90 3.94 3.72 6.45 6.11 

Untrained           
Mean 22.90 16.20 18.50 18.80 16.50 21.30 20.20 22.60 53.80 65.50 

SD 1.20 1.32 4.09 2.10 3.21 3.56 3.29 3.63 5.75 5.99 
t-test (T vs. U)           

t 1.99 3.11 -1.07 -0.33 0.51 2.00 -1.97 -1.27 -0.51 -0.78 
p 0.06 0.01 0.30 0.75 0.61 0.06 0.06 0.22 0.61 0.45 

Control           
Mean 23.25 17.85 28.05 28.10 27.30 27.90 26.75 28.85 83.45 92.75 

SD 1.71 1.81 1.23 1.25 1.89 2.00 2.47 0.93 3.38 3.65 
t-test (A vs. C)           

t 0.58 -1.16 -12.30 -14.35 -13.18 -5.72 -7.90 -8.48 -19.73 -18.06 
p 0.57 0.25 < .001 < .001 < .001 < .001 < .001 < .001 < .001 < .001 

 968 

T = trained; U = untrained; A = amusic; C = control; age and education are in years; 969 

scores on the six MBEA subtests (scale, contour, interval, rhythm, meter, and 970 

memory; Peretz et al., 2003) are in number of correct responses out of 30; the pitch 971 

composite score is the sum of the scale, contour, and interval scores; MBEA global 972 

score is the percentage of correct responses out of the total 180 trials; t is the statistic 973 

of the Welch two sample t-test (two-tailed, df = 18 for trained versus untrained 974 

amusics and df = 38 for amusics versus controls).  975 
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Figure captions 976 

Fig. 1. Illustration of the pitch threshold tasks. The dotted line represents the 977 

reference frequency at 131 Hz (C3), and the solid lines represent the auditory stimuli 978 

(/ma/ or piano tones). The stimuli and the inter-stimulus-interval were all 250 ms in 979 

duration. 980 

 981 

Fig. 2. Mean pitch thresholds (in st, or semitones) of the 20 controls, 10 trained, and 982 

10 untrained amusics for piano tones (A) and speech syllables (B) in pre- and post-983 

tests. Controls are denoted by dark gray squares and solid lines, trained amusics by 984 

light gray triangles and solid lines, and untrained amusics by black dots and dashed 985 

lines. Error bars represent standard errors. 986 

 987 

Fig. 3. Mean pitch thresholds (in st, or semitones) across the 10 training sessions for 988 

the 10 trained amusics. Thresholds for piano tones are represented by gray squares, 989 

and those for speech syllables are denoted by black triangles. Error bars represent 990 

standard errors. 991 

 992 

Fig. 4. Scatter plots of pre- versus post-test pitch thresholds (in st, or semitones) of 993 

the 10 trained and 10 untrained amusics for piano tones (A) and speech syllables (B). 994 

Untrained amusics are represented by black dots and dashed lines, and trained 995 

amusics are denoted by gray triangles and solid lines. Regression lines were based on 996 

linear regressions between pre- and post-test thresholds of trained/untrained amusics. 997 

 998 

Fig. 5. Mean scores (in number of correct responses out of 30) of the 10 trained and 999 

10 untrained amusics for MBEA scale (A), contour (B), and interval subtest (C) in 1000 
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pre- and post-tests. Untrained amusics are represented by black dots and dashed lines, 1001 

and trained amusics are denoted by gray triangles and solid lines. Error bars represent 1002 

standard errors. 1003 

 1004 

Fig. 6. Scatter plots of pre- versus post-test MBEA scores of the 10 trained and 10 1005 

untrained amusics for the scale (A), contour (B), and interval (C) subtests. Untrained 1006 

amusics are represented by black dots and dashed lines, and trained amusics are 1007 

denoted by gray triangles and solid lines. Regression lines were based on linear 1008 

regressions between pre- and post-test thresholds of trained/untrained amusics. There 1009 

were no significant correlations between pre- and post-test MBEA scores for either 1010 

trained or untrained amusics across all three subtests, presumably due to random 1011 

variations within and across participants.  1012 
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Figure 3. 1019 
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Figure 4. 1021 
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Figure 5. 1023 
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Figure 6. 1025 
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Supplementary materials 1028 

Supplementary Table 1. The linear mixed-effects model on log-transformed 1029 

thresholds of the two amusic groups, with training (trained versus untrained) as the 1030 

between-subjects factor, education as a covariate, stimulus type (speech syllable 1031 

versus piano tone) and test (pretest versus posttest) as within-subjects factors, and 1032 

participants (trained and untrained amusics) as random effects. Significant effects are 1033 

in boldface. 1034 

Fixed effects numDF denDF F-value p-value 
Intercept  1 48 3.3521   0.0733 
Stimulus type                                    1 48 2.2065   0.1440 
Training                                      1 16 16.4564   0.0009 
Test                                          1 48 30.4232   <.0001 
Education                                       1 16 2.8509   0.1107 
Stimulus type : Training                           1 48 7.1732   0.0101 
Stimulus type : Test                               1 48 1.1501   0.2889 
Training : Test                                  1 48 18.4963   0.0001 
Stimulus type : Education                         1 48 0.4483   0.5064 
Training : Education                              1 16 0.2415   0.6298 
Test : Education                                  1 48 1.6483   0.2053 
Stimulus type : Training : Test                      1 48 0.0745   0.7860 
Stimulus type : Training : Education                 1 48 0.9521   0.3341 
Stimulus type : Test : Education                     1 48 2.2959   0.1363 
Training : Test : Education                         1 48 2.3876   0.1289 
Stimulus type : Training : Test : Education            1 48 1.0788  0.3042 

1035 
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Supplementary Table 2. The linear mixed-effects model on posttest threshold (log-1036 

transformed), with training (trained versus untrained) and stimulus type (piano tone 1037 

versus speech syllable) as fixed effects, pretest threshold (log-transformed) and 1038 

education as covariates, and participants (trained and untrained amusics) as random 1039 

effects. Significant effects are in boldface. 1040 

Fixed effects numDF denDF F-value p-value 
Intercept  1 16 37.1468   <.0001 
Stimulus type                                                  1 8 0.0746   0.7917 
Training                                                   1 16 135.5650   <.0001 
Pretest threshold                                             1 8 54.8023   0.0001 
Education                                                   1 16 18.3555   0.0006 
Stimulus type : Training                                         1 8 0.7948   0.3987 
Stimulus type : Pretest threshold                                 1 8 0.7793   0.4031 
Training : Pretest threshold                                    1 8 26.8712   0.0008 
Stimulus type : Education                                        1 8 2.4113  0.1591 
Training : Education                                           1 16 3.1772   0.0937 
Pretest threshold : Education                                    1 8 3.5204   0.0975 
Stimulus type : Training : Pretest threshold                        1 8 6.5517   0.0337 
Stimulus type : Training : Education                               1 8 1.3587   0.2773 
Stimulus type : Pretest threshold : Education                       1 8 0.0000   0.9974 
Training : Pretest threshold : Education                           1 8 2.2273   0.1739 
Stimulus type : Training : Pretest threshold : Education              1 8 4.1485   0.0761 
  1041 
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Supplementary Table 3. The linear mixed-effects model on posttest MBEA score, 1042 

with training (trained versus untrained) and task (scale, contour, and interval) as fixed 1043 

effects, pretest score and education as covariates, and participants (trained and 1044 

untrained amusics) as random effects. Significant effects are in boldface. 1045 

Fixed effects numDF denDF F-value p-value 
Intercept 1 20 1292.8169   <.0001 
Task                                             2 20 2.0625   0.1533 
Training                                         1 16 0.3723   0.5503 
Pretest score                                      1 20 0.0480   0.8289 
Education                                        1 16 7.2573   0.0160 
Task : Training                                    2 20 1.1059   0.3503 
Task : Pretest score                                 2 20 1.9286   0.1714 
Training : Pretest score                             1 20 2.0119   0.1715 
Task : Education                                   2 20 0.5536   0.5834 
Training : Education                               1 16 0.5507   0.4688 
Pretest score : Education                            1 20 5.2751   0.0326 
Task : Training : Pretest score                        2 20 2.0141   0.1596 
Task : Training : Education                          2 20 0.1641   0.8498 
Task : Pretest score : Education                       2 20 2.5664   0.1018 
Training : Pretest score : Education                   1 20 0.0269   0.8714 
Task : Training : Pretest score : Education              2 20 0.5467   0.5873 
 1046 


